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About This Game

BE THE DRAGON! Slay peasants, eat livestock and burn villages! It's time to teach those pesky humans who's at the top of the
food chain!

Become a glorious DRAGON and terrorize the countryside in this exciting action-adventure game!

Join Cyril, the Red Dragon, in his quest to oust the human vermin from his roaming grounds. There's only one thing standing in
your way: an army of humans led by their Heroic Defender of Mankind who is... another dragon!

(more to come on this in a future release...)

Due to the limited content, the CURRENT PRICE IS 50% OF THE FINAL GAME PRICE. Early adopters will get this best
price! The price will be raised over the next few releases.

Check out the progress on facebook: https://www.facebook.com/grimdragons/
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Why did I make this game?
Well... I really wanted a game where I could be a dragon. Most dragon games aren't really about the dragons at all. They're about

... people ... that's right. And people aren't dragons, are they? It's time to have a new dragon game that's about, you know:
DRAGONS!

What are real dragons like?
They're not your pets... or your animal friends. They're wild, majestic, ferocious forces of nature. But, they're not mindless. No

- they're very smart... and clever... (well... sometimes.) Real dragons have character, personality, depth. You could even say
there's a little human in every dragon. ( ... or maybe that depends on their diet.)

Why should you get this game?
Well... if you want to be a dragon - you should totally get it!

Please, don't lose this chance to eat absolutely everyone!
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Title: Grim Dragons
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Punkster Inc.
Publisher:
Punkster Inc.
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GT / ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT or greater

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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grim dragons. the grim retreat dragons. dragon's dogma grim tidings. grim reaper dragon city. grim dragons rise of berk. grim
gryphon dragon quest xi. grim rider dragon quest. grim gryphon dragon quest 11 steal. merge dragons grimshire 2. grim dawn
dragon. grim defender dragon. dragons a grim retreat. dungeons and dragons grim reaper. grim gnasher school of dragons.
school of dragons grim gnasher titan. dungeons and dragons grim harvest. merge dragons grimm. grim goblin dragon's dogma.
merge dragons grimm chest. grim gryphon dragon quest 11. grim reaper dungeons and dragons. dragons grim gnasher. dragon's
dogma grim reaper. school of dragons grim gnasher. grim gnasher dragon. school of dragons grim gnasher names. merge
dragons grimshire. merge dragons grimm tree. grim soul dragon. grim riders vs bone dragons. merge dragons grimm trees

For $ .19 I'd say snatch it up. First off it has steam cards so I can actually make a profit of buying this game. On top of that it's a
small Dev team and I always like supporting smaller Dev teams because they aren't yet polluted with all the politics of big
studios. They are very responsive to thier community as well, they actually LISTEN to feedback and make changes accordingly.
That's commendable and there is something to be said about that. Oh yeah and the game itself isn't all that terrible. It's a simple
run n' gun game in wich you use WASD and your mouse to navigate your character through the levels. You can upgrade your
suit and your guns which has a great impact on gameplay. The more you play the better your character becomes until he is
unstoppable. They are working on getting the Multi-player up and running which sounds great. The game is moving away from
the Flash engine and being re-made on the Unreal 4 engine. I bought it for that fact alone. That being said there is some fun to
be had in the flash version. I have payed more for worse games.
-Casey. So this game is a fairly standard stab at a JRPG.

PROs, the game flows fairly well, the quest system is fairly well developed and easy to follow, the storyline is actually kind of
interesting, fairly standard, reminds me of Wild Arms 3 a bit honestly. The gameplay is what can be expected and the
kickstarter homes in the game don't all feel like a giant waste of time since there are actually items in a few of them that make
them worth going inside of.

CONs, The game is far too short. This is because it was a kickstarter game and with 8500 dollars being raised for this section
and whatnot, this is what was finished. I get that, that being said, this game is still a bit too short. If it someday hopes to be in 5
parts or something and offer a plethora of side quests this could have something. Straight storyline play in this game would be
less than an hour or two, sidequests included this game can be completed in under 4 hours. I have so many hours on record
because I leave my computer on and get up and go do things. Like clean my house, teach classes, or whatever. My playtime is
not terribly reflective of time spent in game. Also this game has some very underdeveloped character interactions between party
members. There are hints of actual life there but no substance. So if you are looking to fall in love with the characters you are
playing with currently this game does not deliver there. The feel and everything is fine but the graphics could have been more
polished.

All in all for a kickstarter effort it is good, which is why I will recommend it, but I would wait for a sale, I certainly wouldn't pay
more than 5 dollars or so for the title. It is a good first effort and if you wish to support the people making it to hopefully add to
it, then by all means, but if you are looking for something to fill up hours in an olde tyme JRPG style, get a FF game or
something along those lines.

Before purchasing the game I had watched a first look that was done on the game that claimed the game had high levels of
difficulty when reaching the mine setting. I found this report to be very false. I had no trouble killing any and all creatures I was
presented with, but I am a completionist and had taken all of the side quests and completed them.

Good first effort. Needs more substance. The early chapters don't feel finished, and they should when you are making an
episodic game. Anways, hope that helps!. Better than depression quest. the only good thing about the game...
. This game has real possibilities. It's got a good stable engine. The game maker frequently updates the game and listens to the
community regarding features and tweaks. I look forward to the addition of the campaign.. I really enjoy the game it reminds
me of my daily grind at my own retail job and how I start to go mad after a while so I have to take frequent vacations. The game
play is very intresting and there are some moments that make you go wtf.. Error 404 : Challenge not found. Cool ! I love Moto.
Fabulous! puzzles are whacky and whimsical for the most part. artwork is a visual panolpy of joy. music to dream to.
i liked that the help button (esc. key) requires a little puzzle to open and that the help is not direct and overt. i liked the different
rhythms to the puzzles, some were quirky and easy, others were tedious, some goofy and fun, you get the idea. i liked that it
mirrored Leaves (I) somewhat but differed in key areas. Having felt the vibe of Leaves did help direct some of the reasoning
some of the puzzles seemed to require while other bits were neat and new - I found some solutions eloquent in that they
informed each other in novel ways.
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Overall, most everything from Daedalic is exceptional in my experience. I enjoy the simplicity of game play, the fantastic visual
environment, and the variety or logic and reasoning required.
. In terms of DLC Quality this is up there with the Best you'll find anywhere in TTS. Lots of Scripting and automation with
animatated element and sound effects to dress it up and above its real world counterpart.
All the flat token elements have been replaced with 3D objects and the room its set in is themed to match the game which helps
tie it all together.

I think part of the reason it seems to get little love is the design mechanic that requires this to by a 3 player only game no more
no less, which can be a bit of a turn off. But if you've 2 friends and a few dollars to spare I'd highly recomend the investment.
Even if its just so you can see whats possible in TTS.
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Bad Hotel is a very strange tower defense game...if you can even call it that. You are doing what you can to protect your hotel by
adding blocks to it that either shoots, gives you more money or other helpful things. The mechanics are based a lot on a beat so
the closer to your hotel you build something the sooner the beat will reach it to trigger it but on many levels this can be
overlooked and its more important to build the right block then the placement of it (in my personal experience). Not a game I
can recommend as it feels quite shallow and very "meh" in lack of better words.

Most achievements are tied to beating the boss in each zone and if you are only in it for achievements you can just skip all other
levels and only do the boss fights. There are some major grinds in the game, but thankfully one of them (100,000 rounds fired)
can be done while idle if you build things correctly, follow the guide in the community hub for ideas).

Time to 100%: 3-5 hours (depending on luck). Do you like Kung Fu stories? Do you like choose your own adventure
stlye games? I really enjoyed this and it was a very well written story. I did have an issue with my anti-virus messing
with the game when I first started, but once it got going I was nto disapointed. Now all I have to do is go back and try
some of the other story branches.. This is the next baby step when you're ready to graduate from the Artifex Mundi
games to something with a longer gameplay, more storyline and more challenging puzzles. Good storyline, gorgeous
art, decent voice acting (though that dwarves are strangely chatty), some clever puzzles and all of the hidden object
games are to build interesting mechanisms or concoct interesting potions.

There's a little bit of eye rolling stuff like the wizard declaring the female protagonist a "fragile female" (sigh) but she
is nothing of the kind.. When I Drive in the map on the M19, the roads go all funny looking and thats bad, i was happy
before i brought this but now roads go funny. For 1.48 $ this Game Is Fun..Easy to play, hard to beat..!!! & yeah
visuals are great... This route is simply great! The train is nice and looks like what i looks like in real life. The route is
beuatiful along the coast and busy around Colonge\/K\u00f6ln. But there i still a bit things that is bad. You cant go past
20% brake otherwise you loose all your points in the included senarios. 2. The train need more destenation board for
senario editors, Such as Bonn-Melhem, Mainz or Wuppertal. Its annoying for senario creators like me that trains cant
use proper destenatios according to real life.

But the route is still nice.. This game was a unique experience and delivered on the premise that I would learn some
new perspectives on the revolution. As someone who had seen a few documentaries and read the Mark Bowden book on
the subject, it was amazing to me that those other materials covered almost none of what is covered in the game, as
they were focused on the hostage crisis.

All of this information comes with a set of decent, believable characters, and the whole thing is presented quite well. I
did end up having some investment in the story. There is a lot of media in terms of video and phiotos that greatly add
to the overall experience.

Having said that, the game has a lot of flaws as well. The gameplay itself is amateurish and suffers from a lack of QA.
I had to restart a chapter twice because the scripted NPC was blocking any possible movement. It is very short. Most of
the time you can sit and relax in the game, then suddenly there is a mouseclick challenge.This may have been done as a
dramatic device, but that doesn't really work here and it is more of a chore. It also ends very abruptly in an odd place
to stop. If this was a zombie, sci fi or other fiction based game, it would be a terrible failure.

If you treat this game as an interactive learning experience, want to expand your horizons, or just want an engaging
story, this is for you. Despite the flaws, I would highly recommend this.. Nuclear Contingency is interesting game, have
a few bugs and at some points in the levels, are difficult to overcome, but patience is your friend in this type of game.

Overall, its a pretty decent game that has offered a couple of hours of entertainment, the 90s movie setting and the
retro stealth feel, complemented the game very well and helped building the mood to make it enjoyable.
. Why can not use Enchantress ?
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